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Q1. Fill in the blanks:
1) Penguins live together in groups to keep themselves
2) Porcupines have

_____.

3) Sugar beets store food in the form of
4) __
5) The ostrich is a

____ .

.

are bee boxes.
bird that digs holes in the ground to hatch

eggs.
6) Mammals have external ____________ and ____________.
7) Animals which live on the trees are called ___________________.
8) All types of grasses have ___________ roots.
9) Adding _________tablets in water purifies it.
10) Lack of vitamin B causes __________.
11) ______________and ______________ are needed for healthy bones.
12) Birds ______________ themselves to maintain their feathers.
13) The beaks are called ______________ also.
14) Metal ,glass and plastics are categorised as _________________ waste.
15) The long winter sleep is called _________________.
Q2. Label the parts of the plant and colour it.

Q3.
(write the correct answer opposite to the option given)

Match the following

A
1) vertebrate
2) bats
3) tongue
4) banyan tree
5) pistil
6) Saffron
7) Honey
8) Fibrous root
9) Polar bear
10) fat
Q4. Label the parts of the flower and colour it.

B
i) Grasses
ii) nectar
iii) Whale
iv) pistil
v) Thick fur
vi) glow food
vii) Nocturnal animal
viii) aerial roots
ix) female
x) taste buds
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